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Aims 
• Understanding the role of food commoning practices 
at the local level
But also considering the influence of a wider governance system
in interfering (constraining?/enabling?) with such practices 
Outline Presentation & Aims
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(self) governance of common pool 
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Emerging Questions:
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• What types of land agreements?
• How soil quality is assessed?
• What advantages/disadvantages 
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• How food production is facilitated 
at a city scale?
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A wider picture
of actors and power
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commoning practices
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Governing Alternative Food Chains as a Common 
Example of the Brussels’ GASAP => a ‘spatially extended’ CSA
Direct relation producers/consumers
=>Solidarity Engagement by Consumers
Pre-payment at the beginning of the season
Pooling (Alternative) Food Chains from the Grass-root
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Example of the Brussels’ GASAP => a ‘spatially extended’ CSA 
• Regular delivery of produce 
(every 1 or 2 weeks)
• Each food basket is associated to a 
small group of consumers (e.g. from 1 
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Alternative System
of collective management 
of the food chain
Example of the Brussels’ GASAP 
• Strong Value basis Food Sovereignty + Solidarity Economy
-Defense of small-scale agriculture
-Alternative Economy (embedded in 
social relations/outside capitalist modes 
of production/consumption)
• Citizens’ led movement
• Informal/grass-root origins
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Governing Alternative Food Chains as a Common 
Example of the Brussels’ GASAP 
Source: http://www.mofga.org/Publications/MaineOrganicFarmerGardener
/Spring2003/Seikyou/tabid/1510/Default.aspx
“Teikei” = “Cooperation”
Values reflected in the 
basic principles of CSAs
(see Teikei, AMAP, etc)
• Strong Value basis 
• Citizens’ led movement
• Informal/grass-root origins
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UK CSAs Network
France| AMAP
Spain |
Agricoltura
Apoyata por la
Comunidad Switzerland |
Agriculture contractuelle de proximité (ACP) and 
Vertragslandwirtschaft
Italy|
Rete GAS
Austria |
Solidarische Landwirtschaft
Czech Republic |
Komunitou podporované zemědělství
Belgium|
GASAPs (BXL)
Voedselteams (Flanders)
CSAs Network (Flanders)
Germany|
Solidarische Landwirtschaft
Source: http://urgenci.net/csa-map/europe/
Translated in forms of self-regulation
And customary institutions for self-
governance
• Strong Value basis 
• Citizens’ led movement
• Informal/grass-root origins
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Governing Alternative Food Chains as a Common 
Example of the Brussels’ GASAP 
Examples:
• The Chart 
• Horizontal/participatory forms of 
decision-making
• Membership principles
• Rules of adherence/exclusion for 
producers
(…)
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Example of the Brussels’ GASAP 
Points of Convergence with the basic components of the governance of
Common Pool Resources (see lab 1)
• Bottom-up/self-governance dimension
• Participatory forms of decision-making (transparency)
• Small scale
• Strong self-regulation of the network, but also
margins of spontaneity and informality
• Strong value component => wider scale values and holistic way
of conceiving an alternative system
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Example of the Brussels’ GASAP 
Evolution of GASAP Groups from 2006 
More than 80 Groups today
First GASAP Groups
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            The SUPER-GASAPs
“Up-Scaled” forms of GASAP Groups:
-GASAP gathering more consumers 
(e.g. 40 to 50 families) 
-More producers+processors linked to 
   each SUPER GASAP
-Increased variety of products 
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Example of the Brussels’ GASAP 
Evolution of GASAP Producers 
 Producers Today
Around 35 producers + processors
Producers within the BCR
Producers in Flanders
Producers in Wallonia
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• Contested relation of dependence of the GASAP organization from 
Regional Subsidies 
• Recent orientation towards Wallonia Government (Policies on Agriculture and
Sustainable Development)
=> a wider institutional dimension influencing self-governance dynamics
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-Review of political priorities
-Consequent review of 
budgetary lines
2014-2015
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Key Institutional Processes at the Regional Scale
-New political leverage on
sustainable food=> Food Strategy
- Less political and budgetary sup-
port to bottom-up/environmentally 
oriented organizations  
-New Regional Cabinet Coalition
  in Environment and Agriculture
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Key Institutional Processes at the Regional Scale
New line of governance related to food 
within Brussels Institutions
Call for project CO-CREATE on the theme
of sustainable food
Institutional Promotor => Research Agency Innoviris 
Living LABs
Co-creation
Research Associative 
actors
Private sector
(SME/Corporate, etc)
Transdisciplinar/
multi-stakeholder partnerships
=> a wider institutional dimension influencing self-governance dynamics
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GASAP Involved in 2 Co-create Projects 
Living LAB
Co-creation
ULB Igeat
Delhaize 
CorporateSME
Research
Ruche qui dit oui
Färm
GASAP
Associative
1 COSY-Food 2 Choud’ Bruxelles
Living LAB
Co-creation
ULB-Qualinca
lab 
DART Consulting
Private sector
Bees-coop
Social-solidarity
GASAP
SODEXO
Corporate
-
Associative
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GASAP’s own project:
Participatory Guarantee System
GASAP’s own project:
Redefining/Improving logistics (Super-
GASAPs) 
=> a wider institutional dimension influencing self-governance dynamics
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OPPORTUNITIES (EMERGING/PERCEIVED)
-Develop their own projects
-Longer timeframe funding (3 years)
-Greater access to resources (knowledge, 
human capital, etc)
-Co-learning/synergies/complementarities 
with other food organizations
=> a wider institutional dimension influencing self-governance dynamics
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OPPORTUNITIES (EMERGING/PERCEIVED)
-Develop their own projects
-Longer timeframe funding (3 years)
-Greater access to resources (knowledge, 
human capital, etc)
-Co-learning/synergies/complementarities 
with other food organizations
Perceived/Expected challenges
-Dealing with ‘conventional’ food actors, having 
divergent interests/value-frames 
-Do not contradict their own principles/values
-Maintain their nature of a movement avoiding
‘institutionalization’ in the sense of ‘rationalization’
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Concluding Points
What we have observed:
-Bottom-up initiative largely shaped by its own values and self-organizing principles 
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represented in the Consultative 
Committee)
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Concluding Points
• More complex landscape of governance relations influencing the self-governance
of the initiative
Need to monitor opportunities at different scales of Governance 
(Connect to policies/institutional processes at different scales)
Need to balance professionalization/institutionalization with 
maintenance of spontaneity and informality
 Increasing need for self-reflexivity on its own values, principles, modes of 
governance 
What do we learn about the ‘resilience’ of a similar initiative?
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-Need to find areas of connection/compromises between own objectives and 
policy agendas/arenas/opportunities
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Concluding Points
What do we learn about food ‘commoning’ practices starting from the local? 
Need to look at the local in interaction with other scales of governance
(especially in trans-territorial food networks)
A ‘wider’ and more complex concept of ‘community’ or ‘collectivity’           
-Need to find areas of connection/compromises between own objectives and 
policy agendas/arenas/opportunities
-Creating opportunities for synergies/complementarities/joint work among 
initiatives
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